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Privacy Impact Assessment

What is a Privacy Impact Assessment?

A Privacy Impact Assessment (“PIA”) is a process that assists organisations in identifying and 
minimising the privacy risks of new projects or policies. 
  
Projects of all sizes could impact on personal data. 
  
The PIA will help to ensure that potential problems are identified at an early stage, when addressing 
them will often be simpler and less costly. 
  
Conducting a PIA should benefit the Council by producing better policies and systems, and 
improving the relationship with individuals.

Why should I carry out a PIA?

Carrying out an effective PIA should benefit the people affected by a project and also the 
organisation carrying out the project. 
  
Whilst not a legal requirement, it is often the most effective way to demonstrate to the Information 
Commissioner’s Officer how personal data processing complies with the Data Protection Act 1998. 
  
A project which has been subject to a PIA should be less privacy intrusive and therefore less likely 
to affect individuals in a negative way. 
  
A PIA should improve transparency and make it easier for individuals to understand how and why 
their information is being used.

When should I carry out a PIA?

The core principles of PIA can be applied to any project that involves the use of personal data, or to 
any other activity that could have an impact on the privacy of individuals. 
  
Answering the screening questions in Section 1 of this document should help you identify the need 
for a PIA at an early stage of your project, which can then be built into your project management or 
other business process.
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Who should carry out a PIA?

Responsibility for conducting a PIA should be placed at senior manager level. A PIA has strategic
significance and direct responsibility for the PIA must, therefore, be assumed by a senior manager. 
  
The senior manager should ensure effective management of the privacy impacts arising from the 
project, and avoid expensive re-work and retro-fitting of features by discovering issues early. 
  
A senior manager can delegate responsibilities for conducting a PIA to three alternatives: 
   
a) An appointment within the overall project team; 
b) Someone who is outside the project; or 
c) An external consultant. 
  
Each of these alternatives has its own advantages and disadvantages, and careful consideration 
should be given on each project as to who would be best-placed for carrying out the PIA.

How do I carry out a PIA?

Working through each section of this document will guide you through the PIA process. 
  
The requirement for a PIA will be identified by answering the questions in Section 1. If a 
requirement has been identified, you should complete all the remaining sections in order. 
  
The Privacy Impact Assessment Statement in Section 7 should be completed in all cases, and a 
copy of this document should be sent to the Senior Legal Assistant (Data Protection Officer) to
record and review. 
  
The Senior Legal Assistant (Data Protection Officer) will review the PIA within 14 days of receipt, 
and a draft PIA report will be issued within 28 days. The report will confirm whether the proposed 
measures to address the privacy risks identified are adequate, and make recommendations for 
additional measures needed. 
  
These measures will be reviewed once in place to ensure that they are effective. 
  
Advice can be found at the beginning of each section, but if further information or assistance is 
required, please contact the Senior Legal Assistant (Data Protection Officer) on 023 8083 2676 or at 
information@southampton.gov.uk.
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Section 1 - Screening Statements

The following statements will help you decide whether a PIA is necessary for your project.

Please tick all that apply. 
 

The project will involve the collection of new information about individuals.
The project will compel individuals to provide information about themselves.
Information about individuals will be disclosed to organisations or people who have not 
previously had routine access to the information.
You are using information about individuals for a purpose it is not currently used for, or in 
a way it is not currently used.
The project involves you using new technology which might be perceived as being 
privacy intrusive. For example, the use of biometrics, facial recognition, or profiling.
The project will result in you making decisions or taking action against individuals in ways 
which can have a significant impact on them.
The information about individuals is of a kind particularly likely to raise privacy concerns 
or expectations. For example, health records, criminal records, or other information that 
people would consider to be particularly private.
The project will require you to contact individuals in ways which they may find intrusive.
The project involves making changes to the way personal information is obtained, 
recorded, transmitted, deleted, or held.

If any of these statements apply to your project, it is an indication that a PIA would be a useful 
exercise, and you should complete the rest of the assessment, including the Privacy Impact 
Assessment Statement in Section 5. 
  
If none of these statements apply, it is not necessary to carry out a PIA for your project, but you will 
still need to complete the Privacy Impact Assessment Statement in Section 5.
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Section 2 - Identifying the Need for a PIA

Briefly explain what the project aims to achieve, what the benefits will be to the Council, to 
individuals, and to other parties.

Section 3 - Describe the Information Flows

The collection, use, sharing, and deletion of personal data should be described here.
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Section 4 - Identifying the Privacy Risks

Answering the questions below will help identify the key privacy risks, and the associated 
compliance and corporate risks. 
  
The questions cover the 8 Principles of the Data Protection Act 1998, and whilst all may not be 
relevant to your project, they may prompt you to consider areas of risk which aren’t initially 
apparent.

Principle 1 
  
Personal data shall be processed fairly and lawfully.

What personal data will be collected and/or shared?

With whom will the personal data be shared?

How will individuals be told about the use of their personal data?
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Conditions for processing

For all data (tick all that apply):

The individual who the personal data is about has consented to the processing.
The processing is necessary in relation to a contract which the individual has entered 
into, or because the individual has asked for something to be done so they can enter into 
a contract.
The processing is necessary because of a legal obligation that applies to you (except an 
obligation imposed by a contract).
The processing is necessary to protect the individual’s “vital interests”.
The processing is necessary for administering justice, or for exercising statutory, 
governmental, or other public functions.
The processing is necessary for the purposes of the Council's legitimate interests.

If your project involves the processing of sensitive data* (tick all that apply):

The data subject has given his explicit consent to the processing of the personal data.
The individual who the sensitive personal data is about has given explicit consent to the 
processing.
The processing is necessary so that you can comply with employment law.
The processing is necessary to protect the vital interests of the individual (in a case 
where the individual’s consent cannot be given or reasonably obtained), or another 
person (in a case where the individual’s consent has been unreasonably withheld).
The processing is carried out by a not-for-profit organisation and does not involve 
disclosing personal data to a third party, unless the individual consents. Extra limitations 
apply to this condition.
The individual has deliberately made the information public.
The processing is necessary in relation to legal proceedings (for obtaining legal advice, 
or otherwise for establishing, exercising or defending legal rights).
The processing is necessary for administering justice, or for exercising statutory or 
governmental functions.
The processing is necessary for medical purposes, and is undertaken by a health 
professional or by someone who is subject to an equivalent duty of confidentiality.
The processing is necessary for monitoring equality of opportunity, and is carried out with 
appropriate safeguards for the rights of individuals.

* Under the Data Protection Act 1998, sensitive personal data is defined as personal data consisting of information as to: 
  
(a) the racial or ethnic origin of the data subject, 
(b) his political opinions, 
(c) his religious beliefs or other beliefs of a similar nature, 
(d) whether he is a member of a trade union, 
(e) his physical or mental health or condition, 
(f) his sexual life, 
(g) the commission or alleged commission by him of any offence, or 
(h) any proceedings for any offence committed or alleged to have been committed by him, the disposal of such proceedings or 
the sentence of any court in such proceedings.
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If you are relying on consent to process personal data, how will this be collected and what will 
you do if it is withheld or withdrawn?

How will individuals be informed at the point of collection about how their personal data will be 
used?

Will any personal data be published on the Internet or in other media? If yes, please provide 
details.

Will a third party contractor be processing the personal data on our behalf, or involved at any 
stage in the data processing process?
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Principle 2 
  
Personal data shall be obtained only for one or more specified and lawful 
purposes, and shall not be further processed in any manner incompatible with 
that purpose or those purposes.

Do you envisage using the personal data for any other purpose in the future? If so, please 
provide details.

Principle 3 
  
Personal data shall be adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the 
purpose or purposes for which they are processed.

Are you satisfied that the personal data processed is of good enough quality for the purposes 
proposed? If not, why not?

Is there any personal data that you could not use, without compromising the needs of the 
project? If yes, please provide details.

How will you ensure that only personal data that is adequate, relevant, and not excessive in 
relation to the purpose for which it is processed?
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Principle 4 
  
Personal data shall be accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date.

Are you able to update and amend personal data when necessary, after it has been collected 
and recorded? Please provide details.

How will you ensure that personal data obtained from individuals or other organisations is 
accurate?

Principle 5 
  
Personal data processed for any purpose or purposes shall not be kept for 
longer than necessary for that purpose or those purposes.

What retention periods are suitable for the personal data you will be processing?

How will you ensure the personal data is deleted in line with your retention periods?

What processes will be put in place for the destruction of the personal data?
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Principle 6 
  
Personal data shall be processed in accordance with the rights of data subjects 
under this Act.

If an individual requested a copy of the personal data held about them, detail how this would be 
provided to them.

If the project involves marketing, have you got a procedure for individuals to opt out of their 
personal data being used for that purpose?

Principle 7 
  
Appropriate technical and organisational measures shall be taken against 
unauthorised or unlawful processing of personal data and against accidental 
loss or destruction of, or damage to, personal data.

Where, and in what format, will the personal data be kept?

Will an IT system or application be used to process the personal data? Please provide details.
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How will this system provide protection against security risks to the personal data?

What training and instructions are necessary to ensure that staff know how to operate the 
system securely?

Will staff ever process the personal data away from the office (e.g. via paper files, on laptops, 
tablets, or smart phones)? If so, please provide details.

How will access to the personal data be controlled?
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Principle 8 
  
Personal data shall not be transferred to a country or territory outside the 
European Economic Area (EEA) unless that country of territory ensures and 
adequate level of protection for the rights and freedoms of data subjects in 
relation to the processing of personal data.

Will the project require you to transfer personal data outside of the EEA? If yes, please provide 
details.

If you will be making transfers, how will you ensure that the personal data is adequately 
protected?

If a contractor is being used to process the personal data, where are they (and their data stores) 
based?
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Section 5 - Privacy Impact Assessment Statement

This statement must be completed for all projects, regardless of whether a PIA was deemed to be 
necessary on completion of the screening questions in Section 1.

Name:

Position:

Project Summary:

Estimated date of project completion:

Please choose one of the following options:

None of the screening statements in Section 1 of this document apply to the above 
project, and I have determined that it is not necessary to conduct a Privacy Impact 
Assessment.
Some of the screening statements in Section 1 of this document apply to the above 
project, and a need to carry out a Privacy Impact Assessment was identified. The 
assessment has been carried out, and the outcomes will be integrated into the project 
plan to be developed and implemented.

Date:

Once completed, please send a copy of this document to Corporate Legal. 
  
Email: information@southampton.gov.uk 
  
Internal post: Corporate Legal, Civic Centre, Municipal, Ground Floor West
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The public sector Equality Duty (Section 149 of the Equality Act) requires public 
bodies to have due regard to the need to eliminate discrimination, advance equality 
of opportunity, and foster good relations between different people carrying out their 
activities.

The Equality Duty supports good decision making – it encourages public bodies to be 
more efficient and effective by understanding  how different people will be affected by 
their activities, so that their policies and services are appropriate and accessible to all 
and meet different people’s needs.  The Council’s Equality and Safety Impact 
Assessment (ESIA) includes an assessment of the community safety impact 
assessment to comply with section 17 of the Crime and Disorder Act and will enable 
the council to better understand the potential impact of the budget proposals and 
consider mitigating action. 

Name or Brief 
Description of 
Proposal

Redesign of Older Person's Day Care Services (as part of the 
development of a new offer of support and activities for older people 
in Southampton City)

The proposals set out a new model of support and day time activities 
for older people and will transform over time the traditional model of 
day centres for older people that currently exists for the city.  The 
new model will focus on giving people more choice and control over 
the support and services they are able to access, utilising personal 
budgets to offer more personalised forms of care and will promote 
the ethos of early intervention and prevention by developing the 
market to support more people and maximising the use of 
community assets.
The proposals have been developed within the context of a range of 
other developments aimed at supporting older people to maintain 
their health, wellbeing and independence.  The community wellbeing 
centres described in the proposals will particularly align with 
developments related to Advice, Information and Guidance (recently 
tendered), Southampton Healthy Living Behaviour Change Service 
(a new service which went live April 2017), Community Navigation 
(currently out to tender) and Housing Related Support to form a new 
offer of support and activities for older people.
The proposal includes the development of 

 A stronger focus on personalisation and choice, through the 
use of personal budgets, enabled by a new third party budget 
management option.

 Moving away from the traditional day centre model and 
establishing a number of community wellbeing centres 
across the city which will provide information, advice and 
guidance and activities that promote health and wellbeing as 
well as day care

 The development of a greater range of activities in local 
communities as well as within the community wellbeing 

Equality and Safety Impact Assessment 
Draft v2
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centres

Brief Service 
Profile (including 
number of 
customers)

The Council currently commissions Southampton Care in Action 
(SCA) and Age UK Southampton to provide five day centres across 
the city, which are based in the following locations:
• Padwell Road in central Southampton
• Freemantle Community Centre on west of city 
• Brook Centre on east of city 
• Oaklodge on east of the city 
• Holy Family Church on west of city 
As well as providing these day services under contract to the 
Council, Age UK and SCA also offer their services to self funders.
The care offered is a traditional basic range of activities and 
personal care. 110 (73%) of people using day care services have a 
“personal budget”.  (The term personal budget refers to the service 
user budget either being directly managed by adult social care, a 
third party or by a direct payment to the service user.)  However, 
only 6 (4%) of current day service users have a “direct payment”.
151 older people (over the age of 65) are provided with a service by 
the Council through the SCA and Age UK day care contracts.  
Approximately a further 60-70 people access the services as self 
funders.  Data on the Council funded day service users shows that:
• there were 151 older people (+65 years old) funded by adult 

social care using day care services as at 30 September 
2016.  

• 32% of these users were aged 65-74, 33% were aged 75-84 
and 34% were aged 85 and over.

• the majority of day care users live alone and this reflects the 
need for tackling people’s social isolation as a central 
element of any future provision.  

• 40% of service users were having day care on one day of the 
week and 28% on two days a week.   

SCA provide transport for SCC clients to all the centres, under the 
Council’s contract with SCA.  
Access to the existing day care services is dictated by eligibility 
under the Care Act, or the ability to pay for the service as a self 
funder.  To try to understand how the current numbers of service 
users compares to potential levels of need, a comparison with the 
numbers of people known to have long term conditions in the over 
65 population was undertaken.  This showed that 50% of the over 65 
population (17,584) had up to 2 long term conditions and might 
therefore be classified as having low level needs, 11,443 (32.5%) 
had 3-5 long term conditions and might therefore be classified as 
having medium level needs and 6,149 (17.5%) had 6 to 8 long term 
conditions and might therefore be classified as having high level 
needs.  This is a relatively crude way of looking at demand, but 
highlights the significant difference between the 151 known day 
service users and the wider population who might benefit from 
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support in maintaining their wellbeing and independence.

Summary of 
Impact and Issues

The numbers of older people in Southampton are increasing, with a 
predicted increase in the over 65 population of 15% between 2015 
and 2021 and over 20% for people over 85 years for the same 
period.  As people get older they are more likely to have health 
problems that limit their day to day activities and impact on their 
independence.  Given the changing demographics and increasing 
demand, it is important that the health and care system in and 
around Southampton adapts to meet the changing and growing 
needs of the population and has a focus on promoting healthy 
ageing.  While it is important that the care and health needs of 
people who have the greatest needs in Southampton are met, there 
is an opportunity to develop the market to support more people to 
maintain their independence and wellbeing for longer and thus 
reduce demand on services.
The aims of this proposal are therefore to develop an offer of 
activities and support to more older people across a broader 
continuum of need that will:
• promote wellbeing and independence
• reach a greater number of Southampton residents
• increase access 
• be more closely linked to local communities
• increase the range of activities available, promoting greater 

choice.:

Potential Positive 
Impacts

The benefits that the proposals are aiming to realise will be felt by 
older people themselves and by the Council. For the older people 
these include:
• Maintaining their independence for as long as possible.
• Reducing loneliness and isolation - social contact is one of 

the key factors contributing to a sense of well-being in later 
life and can contribute to reducing depression.

• Improved access to advice services and support.
• Increased access to leisure, cultural activities, exercise, good 

nutrition and healthy living opportunities which promote 
physical and mental health and wellbeing.

• Personal development – being more physically active 
through both physical and mental stimulation, which in turn 
reduces the risk of falling, which in itself is one of the main 
reasons for deterioration and loss of independence.  Also 
enabling more individuals to be active members of their local 
community (e.g. volunteering, Timebank members), 
fostering a sense of positive self-esteem.

• Support for carers.
For the Council the benefits include:
• Offering the opportunity to identify changes in the physical, 

social and psychological state of the wider population in 
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Potential Impact

Impact 
Assessment

Details of Impact Possible Solutions & Mitigating 
Actions

Age The proposals are aimed at 
meeting the needs of older people 
with a wide range of needs.  They 
are designed to have a positive 
impact in increasing access to a 
wider range of activities, including 
leisure, exercise, good nutrition and 
other healthy living opportunities as 
well as building social networks 
which promote physical and mental 
health and wellbeing.  They are 
also designed to increase choice 
and control over those services a 
person can access to meet their 
needs (through greater use of 
personal budgets).  
The proposals intend to reach and 
benefit more people in the general 
population, supporting people with 
lower level needs to maintain their 
independence and wellbeing as 
well as continuing to support those 
with higher level needs who may be 
eligible for Council funded care and 
support.
Key to the proposals is to ensure 
that the whole continuum of need is 
appropriately met from those with 
very low level needs who might just 
want information about what is on 
offer in their local community and 

In order to ensure that the 
proposed services are accessible 
to all older people and all levels of 
need, the service specification will 
include a requirement for the 
provider to develop a diverse 
range of activities and there will 
be key requirements to evidence 
improved outcomes for particular 
groups (e.g. people with dementia 
and their carers, people with 
mobility problems.)

The promotion of personal 
budgets within the proposals 
(supported by a third party 
managed budget function) also 
supports the concept of 
personalisation – co-producing a 
support plan with an individual 
and helping them identify the 
activities and support they feel is 
most suitable to deliver the 
outcomes most important to them.

The development of the 
community wellbeing centres is 
closely linked to the new 
Community Navigation Service 
which goes live April 2018.  The 
role of community navigators is to 
get alongside people, to work with 

order to target early prevention interventions.
• Promoting independence thereby delaying the need for 

residential and nursing care for as long as possible.
• To support the take up of personal budgets and the 

establishment of a vibrant market that is driven by person 
centred outcomes

Responsible  
Service Manager

Adrian Littlemore 

Date 19 September 2017

Approved by 
Senior Manager

Donna Chapman

Signature
Date 20 September 2017
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Impact 
Assessment

Details of Impact Possible Solutions & Mitigating 
Actions

an opportunity to socialise through 
to those with high level needs who 
need personal care and support to 
access activities and provide their 
carers with a break.

them to help them identify their 
needs and pull together a plan 
and support them in accessing 
the services available in their 
local communities.  Community 
navigators will play an important 
role in supporting people access 
services that meet their needs.

Disability Older people with a wide range of 
disabilities will be key beneficiaries 
of the proposed services.

It will be important to ensure good 
access for them to the community 
wellbeing centres with the right 
level of care and support to enable 
them to engage in the activities.

To ensure that the needs of 
people with disabilities are met 
through the proposals, a number 
of steps are being taken:

 the Specification will include 
criteria in relation to 
accessibility.  For example it 
will be expected that the 
community wellbeing centres 
will be accessible for people 
with mobility problems.

 For people with adult social 
care (ASC) funding the 
community wellbeing centre 
provider would be enabled to 
assist people to manage an 
ASC personal budget.

 Support from carers and 
volunteers would be provided 
within the centres for both 
ASC funded and privately 
funded customers

 accessible transport will be 
provided as part of the service 
contracted so that people with 
physical and/or mental health 
support needs are enabled to 
attend. 

 the service specification will 
include specific requirements 
to evidence improved 
outcomes for particular groups 
(e.g. people with dementia 
and their carers, people with 
mobility problems.)

 The development of the 
community wellbeing centres 
is closely linked to the new 
Community Navigation 
Service which goes live April 
2018.  The role of community 
navigators is to get alongside 
people, to work with them to 
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Impact 
Assessment

Details of Impact Possible Solutions & Mitigating 
Actions

help them identify their needs 
and pull together a plan and 
support them in accessing the 
services available in their local 
communities.  Community 
navigators will play an 
important role in supporting 
people to break down barriers 
and access services that meet 
their needs.

Gender 
Reassignment

None specific to this category

Marriage and 
Civil 
Partnership

None specific to this category

Pregnancy and 
Maternity

None 

Race Engagement with BME 
communities has historically been 
challenging (as recognised in the 
recent Combating Loneliness 
Scrutiny Inquiry undertaken by the 
Council) and specific attention 
needs to be given to ensuring that 
these communities’ views and 
needs are taken into account in the 
commissioning of the model.

The proposals do not disadvantage 
people from different ethnic 
communities.  However, there are 
opportunities to further improve 
access for different ethnic groups 
by developing neighbourhood and 
community of interest activities and 
venues to ensure the needs of BME 
communities are met.

The Service Specification will 
make specific reference to 
meeting the needs of BME 
communities and will include 
performance measures 
specifically related to BME groups 
in terms of both uptake and 
outcomes.  Providers will be 
required to take into account 
different languages and cultures 
in making their services 
accessible to all, working with 
local communities, including faith 
groups, to design and deliver 
services.

Religion or 
Belief

It will be important to make sure 
people do not feel excluded if their 
religious needs are not met or the 
building is associated with a 
particular faith. 

The Service Specification will 
make specific reference to 
making services accessible to all 
faiths and beliefs.  

All staff supporting the Centres 
will be expected to receive 
training in diversity. 
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Impact 
Assessment

Details of Impact Possible Solutions & Mitigating 
Actions

Sex None specific to this category

Sexual 
Orientation

None specific to this category

Community 
Safety 

Whilst the proposals do not impact 
on community safety in a negative 
way, there is still a risk that older 
people could be excluded from 
some activities due to fear of being 
out after dark, in the evenings or in 
areas they are not familiar with.  

To address this, it will be 
expected that transport and other 
volunteer support is accessible to 
people. 

Timing of events and activities will 
also reflect the needs of older 
people where possible.

The development of the 
community wellbeing centres is 
closely linked to the new 
Community Navigation Service 
which goes live April 2018.  The 
role of community navigators is to 
get alongside people, to work with 
them to help them identify their 
needs and pull together a plan 
and support them in accessing 
the services available in their 
local communities.  Community 
navigators will play an important 
role in supporting people to break 
down barriers and access 
services that meet their needs.

Poverty There is a risk that people on low 
income could be excluded from the 
proposed resources if the cost of 
activities, meals or transport is too 
high. 

The Provider will be required to 
ensure that transport and activity 
costs are kept as affordable as 
possible through good transport 
planning and coordination. 

Providers of activities and meals 
will be required to price them to 
attract customers from all 
financial circumstances.  

Other 
Significant 
Impacts

People could be excluded from 
accessing services or support due 
to lack of suitable transport 

A key aim of the proposals is to 
develop community wellbeing 
centres within local communities 
across the city which are easily 
accessible via public transport to 
shorten journey times and 
therefore potentially costs.

The use of peer and volunteer 
support will be able to assist with 
developing local transport 
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Impact 
Assessment

Details of Impact Possible Solutions & Mitigating 
Actions
options/solutions. e.g. shared 
transport.  
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Data Protection Impact Assessment

What is a Privacy Impact Assessment?

A Data Protection Impact Assessment (“DPIA”) is a process that assists organisations in identifying 
and minimising the privacy risks of new projects or policies. 
  
Projects of all sizes could impact on personal data. 
  
The DPIA will help to ensure that potential problems are identified at an early stage, when 
addressing them will often be simpler and less costly. 
  
Conducting a DPIA should benefit the Council by producing better policies and systems, and 
improving the relationship with individuals.

Why should I carry out a DPIA?

Carrying out an effective DPIA should benefit the people affected by a project and also the 
organisation carrying out the project. 
  
Whilst not a legal requirement, it is often the most effective way to demonstrate to the Information 
Commissioner’s Officer how personal data processing complies with data protection legislation. 
  
A project which has been subject to a DPIA should be less privacy intrusive and therefore less likely 
to affect individuals in a negative way. 
  
A DPIA should improve transparency and make it easier for individuals to understand how and why 
their information is being used.

When should I carry out a DPIA?

The core principles of DPIA can be applied to any project that involves the use of personal data, or 
to any other activity that could have an impact on the privacy of individuals. 
  
Answering the screening questions in Section 1 of this document should help you identify the need 
for a DPIA at an early stage of your project, which can then be built into your project management or 
other business process.
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Who should carry out a DPIA?

Responsibility for conducting a DPIA should be placed at senior manager level. A DPIA has 
strategic significance and direct responsibility for the DPIA must, therefore, be assumed by a senior 
manager. 
  
The senior manager should ensure effective management of the privacy impacts arising from the 
project, and avoid expensive re-work and retro-fitting of features by discovering issues early. 
  
A senior manager can delegate responsibilities for conducting a DPIA to three alternatives: 
   
a) An appointment within the overall project team; 
b) Someone who is outside the project; or 
c) An external consultant. 
  
Each of these alternatives has its own advantages and disadvantages, and careful consideration 
should be given on each project as to who would be best-placed for carrying out the DPIA.

How do I carry out a DPIA?

Working through each section of this document will guide you through the DPIA process. 
  
The requirement for a DPIA will be identified by answering the questions in Section 1. If a 
requirement has been identified, you should complete all the remaining sections in order. 
  
The Data Protection Impact Assessment Statement in Section 7 should be completed in all cases, 
and a copy of this document should be sent to the Information Lawyer (Data Protection Officer) to 
record and review. 
  
The Information Lawyer (Data Protection Officer) will review the DPIA within 14 days of receipt, and 
a draft DPIA report will be issued within 28 days. The report will confirm whether the proposed 
measures to address the privacy risks identified are adequate, and make recommendations for 
additional measures needed. 
  
These measures will be reviewed once in place to ensure that they are effective. 
  
Advice can be found at the beginning of each section, but if further information or assistance is 
required, please contact the Information Lawyer (Data Protection Officer) on 023 8083 2676 or at 
information@southampton.gov.uk.
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Section 1 - Screening Statements

The following statements will help you decide whether a DPIA is necessary for your project.

Please tick all that apply. 
 

The project will involve the collection of new information about individuals.
The project will compel individuals to provide information about themselves.
Information about individuals will be disclosed to organisations or people who have not 
previously had routine access to the information.
You are using information about individuals for a purpose it is not currently used for, or in 
a way it is not currently used.
The project involves you using new technology which might be perceived as being 
privacy intrusive. For example, the use of biometrics, facial recognition, or profiling.
The project will result in you making decisions or taking action against individuals in ways 
which can have a significant impact on them.
The information about individuals is of a kind particularly likely to raise privacy concerns 
or expectations. For example, health records, criminal records, or other information that 
people would consider to be particularly private.
The project will require you to contact individuals in ways which they may find intrusive.
The project involves making changes to the way personal information is obtained, 
recorded, transmitted, deleted, or held.

If any of these statements apply to your project, it is an indication that a DPIA would be a useful 
exercise, and you should complete the rest of the assessment, including the Data Protection Impact 
Assessment Statement in Section 5. 
  
If none of these statements apply, it is not necessary to carry out a DPIA for your project, but you 
will still need to complete the Data Protection Impact Assessment Statement in Section 5.
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Section 2 - Identifying the Need for a DPIA

Briefly explain what the project aims to achieve, what the benefits will be to the Council, to 
individuals, and to other parties.

Section 3 - Describe the Information Flows

The collection, use, sharing, and deletion of personal data should be described here.
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Section 4 - Identifying the Privacy Risks

Answering the questions below will help identify the key privacy risks, and the associated 
compliance and corporate risks. 
  
The questions cover the key data protection principles, and whilst all may not be relevant to your 
project, they may prompt you to consider areas of risk which aren't initially apparent.

Principle 1 
  
Personal data shall be processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner in 
relation to the data subject.

What personal data will be collected and/or shared?

With whom will the personal data be shared?

How will individuals be told about the use of their personal data?
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Conditions for processing

For all data (tick all that apply):

The data subject has given consent to the processing.
The processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject 
is party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a 
contract.
The processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the Council 
is subject.
The processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public 
interest or in the exercise of official authority vested in the Council.

Does your project involves the processing of the following? 
  
Tick all that apply:

data revealing racial or ethnic origin
political opinions
religious or philosophical beliefs
trade-union membership
genetic data or biometric data for the purpose of uniquely identifying a natural person
data concerning health
data concerning a natural person's sex life or sexual orientation

If so, which of the following apply?

The data subject has given explicit consent to the processing.
The processing is necessary for the purposes of carrying out the obligations and 
exercising specific rights of the Council or of the data subject in the field of employment 
and social security and social protection law.
The processing is necessary for the establishment, exercise, or defence of legal claims, 
or whenever courts are acting in their judicial capacity.
The processing is necessary for reasons of substantial public interest.
The processing is necessary for the purposes of preventive or occupational medicine, for 
the assessment of the working capacity of the employee, medical diagnosis, the 
provision of health or social care or treatment or the management of health or social care 
systems and services.
The processing is necessary for reasons of public interest in the area of public health, 
such as protecting against serious cross-border threats to health or ensuring high 
standards of quality and safety of health care and of medicinal products or medical 
devices.
The processing is necessary for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or 
historical research purposes or statistical purposes.
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If you are relying on consent to process personal data, how will this be collected and recorded?

What will you do if consent is withheld or withdrawn? How will this be recorded?

Can an alternative condition for processing (see page 7) be used instead of consent? If yes, 
please provide details. See conditions on page 6 for options.

How will individuals be informed at the point of collection about how their personal data will be 
used?

Will any personal data be published on the Internet or in other media? If yes, please provide 
details.

Will a third party contractor be processing the personal data on our behalf, or involved at any 
stage in the data processing process?
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Principle 2 
  
Personal data shall be collected for specified, explicit, and legitimate purposes, 
and not further processed in a manner that is incompatible with those purposes.

Do you envisage using the personal data for any other purpose in the future? If so, please 
provide details.

Principle 3 
  
Personal data shall be adequate, relevant, and limited to what is necessary in 
relation to the purposes for which they are processed.

Are you satisfied that the personal data processed is of good enough quality for the purposes 
proposed? If not, why not?

Is there any personal data that you could not use, without compromising the needs of the 
project? If yes, please provide details.

How will you ensure that only personal data that is adequate, relevant, and not excessive in 
relation to the purpose for which it is processed?
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Principle 4 
  
Personal data shall be accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date.

Are you able to update and amend personal data when necessary, after it has been collected 
and recorded? Please provide details.

How will you ensure that personal data obtained from individuals or other organisations is 
accurate?

Principle 5 
  
Personal data shall be kept in a form which permits identification of data 
subjects for no longer than is necessary for the purposes for which the personal 
data are processed.

What retention periods are suitable for the personal data you will be processing?

How will you ensure the personal data is deleted in line with your retention periods?

What processes will be put in place for the destruction of the personal data?
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Principle 6 
  
Personal data shall be processed in accordance with the rights of data subjects 
under this Act.

If an individual requested a copy of the personal data held about them, detail how this would be 
provided to them.

If the project involves marketing, have you got a procedure for individuals to opt out of their 
personal data being used for that purpose?

Principle 7 
  
Personal data shall be processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security 
of the personal data, including protection against unauthorised or unlawful 
processing and against accidental loss, destruction or damage, using 
appropriate technical or organisational measures.

Where, and in what format, will the personal data be kept?
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Will an IT system or application be used to process the personal data? Please provide details.

How will this system provide protection against security risks to the personal data?

What training and instructions are necessary to ensure that staff know how to operate the 
system securely?

Will staff ever process the personal data away from the office (e.g. via paper files, on laptops, 
tablets, or smart phones)? If so, please provide details.

How will access to the personal data be controlled?
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Principle 8 
  
Personal data shall not be transferred to a country or territory outside the 
European Economic Area (EEA) unless that country of territory ensures and 
adequate level of protection for the rights and freedoms of data subjects in 
relation to the processing of personal data.

Will the project require you to transfer personal data outside of the EEA? If yes, please provide 
details.

If you will be making transfers, how will you ensure that the personal data is adequately 
protected?

If a contractor is being used to process the personal data, where are they (and their data stores) 
based?
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Section 5 - Data Protection Impact Assessment Statement

This statement must be completed for all projects, regardless of whether a DPIA was deemed to be 
necessary on completion of the screening questions in Section 1.

Name:

Position:

Project Summary:

Estimated date of project completion:

Please choose one of the following options:

None of the screening statements in Section 1 of this document apply to the above 
project, and I have determined that it is not necessary to conduct a Data Protection 
Impact Assessment.
Some of the screening statements in Section 1 of this document apply to the above 
project, and a need to carry out a Data Protection Impact Assessment was identified. The 
assessment has been carried out, and the outcomes will be integrated into the project 
plan to be developed and implemented.

Date:

Once completed, please send a copy of this document to Corporate Legal. 
  
Email: information@southampton.gov.uk 
  
Internal post: Corporate Legal, Civic Centre, Municipal, Ground Floor West
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	Agenda
	9 Authorisation to make a Compulsory Purchase Order in relation to the redevelopment of Bargate Shopping Centre and adjoining land
	MRD - PIA Oct 2017

	10 Redesign of Older Persons Day Care Services (as part of  the development of a new offer of support and activites for Southampton City residents)
	MRD - DPIA


	fc-int01-generateAppearances: 
	Date:_3hhj5eylw*qXb1joevTcbA: 05.10.2017
	Please choose one of the follo_mXOc67eMp-rYZt09YmBcXg: Some of the screening statements in Section 1 of this document apply to the above project, and a need to carry out a Privacy Impact Assessment was identified. The assessment has been carried out, and the outcomes will be integrated into the project plan to be developed and implemented.
	Estimated date of project comp_ZuuXY57qe9aDI2jxOVrV*Q: 2020
	Project Summary:_xwNsn7q0F4No79zpvvovvQ: Authorisation in relation to making a Compulsory Purchase Order in relation to the Bargate Shopping Centre and adjoining land redevelopment
	Position:_i0xwsGlidmsjHXnFkDChBg: City Development Manager
	Name:_bRwxQ3E72koc5t7iIMqIoA: Wendy Bennett
	If a contractor is being used _dEQAZtqTIo7mHx8LzJSRKQ: Tbc
	If you will be making transfer_UEverFnYB4kqHyDkk5UqHg: N/A
	Will the project require you t_Oa0HCAGYfZUNemaLzIgkwQ: No
	How will access to the persona_qcuEKTV*20OI07yHrdKG8Q: Usual Council system controls.
	Will staff ever process the pe_VXZ1xZkphhLq2-M4Mk2ToQ: Yes through council systems
	What training and instructions_TKnoQofEOdDdwLhrkBf33Q: No additional training
	How will this system provide p_vi0VIfb7jgMAjhFYq3ud8A: Usual Council system protections
	Will an IT system or applicati_uXF5FksmzHcRXKKr*hX-eg: Yes, Outlook, MS Word  and Excel.
	Where, and in what format, wil_k1jlDi0urTKSiq5z5OAkpg: Electronically and hard copy legal file in secure working environment
	If the project involves market_hZOFZRAc*TDebv1Pt9eHZw: N/A
	If an individual requested a c_aFQr0*hFtUohz0ZoT7vLTQ: In writing
	What processes will be put in _jzD14qlcZmkts2F6IDLS8A: As above
	How will you ensure the person_nqp9*myX5wcdy-c9KkIX*Q: By use of usual retention and destruction policy requirements
	What retention periods are sui_wSn964ZGVuMH9rQua37*Hw: 6 years after conclusion of CPO/Acquisition process
	How will you ensure that perso_uBT8*93Zz9gHL7HvLcfp8g: Collected by statutory notice
	Are you able to update and ame_Dswg5CPK7a9heH2jhAapig: Yes - by service of a further s.16 notice or Land Registry searches
	How will you ensure that only _2EFN4b6ZWtbJFQelOXUo*w: The S.16 Notice sets out all the information required.
	Is there any personal data tha_Zz8OmMSOCAARqjpM9CB3pA: No
	Are you satisfied that the per_v02w4FQozoxo3KF4xIsGtg: Yes
	Do you envisage using the pers_IcE5gZy7UkRqH-NrY4lbWQ: No
	Will a third party contractor _tzImzpFX7GP2J68DrgfoEg: Yes
	Will any personal data be publ_5uvSHK6OHmrZOVEh7cOO8Q: Yes
	Do you h to create or amend pr_eUbVz3iWbKPP20OW9vgAuw: This will be included within a cover letter
	If you are relying on consent _RHdGGk6W8o7VfvKwv939ew: Only in so far as it relates to the sharing of information with the developerIf withdrawn - not share the data
	If your project involves the p_9_OcoiGw2MbKu*Bd-4wwy-5w: Off
	If your project involves the p_8_OcoiGw2MbKu*Bd-4wwy-5w: Off
	If your project involves the p_7_OcoiGw2MbKu*Bd-4wwy-5w: Off
	If your project involves the p_6_OcoiGw2MbKu*Bd-4wwy-5w: Off
	If your project involves the p_5_OcoiGw2MbKu*Bd-4wwy-5w: Off
	If your project involves the p_4_OcoiGw2MbKu*Bd-4wwy-5w: Off
	If your project involves the p_3_OcoiGw2MbKu*Bd-4wwy-5w: Off
	If your project involves the p_2_OcoiGw2MbKu*Bd-4wwy-5w: Off
	If your project involves the p_1_OcoiGw2MbKu*Bd-4wwy-5w: Off
	If your project involves the p_0_OcoiGw2MbKu*Bd-4wwy-5w: Off
	For all data (tick all that ap_5_bCYMhKmFtCnDQdHKX26v9A: Off
	For all data (tick all that ap_4_bCYMhKmFtCnDQdHKX26v9A: Yes
	For all data (tick all that ap_3_bCYMhKmFtCnDQdHKX26v9A: Off
	For all data (tick all that ap_2_bCYMhKmFtCnDQdHKX26v9A: Off
	For all data (tick all that ap_1_bCYMhKmFtCnDQdHKX26v9A: Off
	For all data (tick all that ap_0_bCYMhKmFtCnDQdHKX26v9A: Off
	How will individuals be told a_j1Ky9WBBBtuUWFxgH-VqjA: A cover letter attached to the S.16 Notice will explain.
	With whom will the personal da_zAAv7V*Kf-pn3LrfG-b7iA: The developer and its agents if prior authorisation is given and if the developer has not already obtained this itself
	What personal data will be col_uZ-as3n9M*y8L5qlfipc-A: Name, address, email address, telephone No.
	The collection, use, and delet_87dwyh4jRpm73tkVxKrM6Q: Names, addresses, mortgagee details and contact information will be collected from affected parties through the service of a S.16 notice.Email address and telephone No.s will be used for contact purposes only.No data will be shared without the prior authorisation and then only shared with the developer or his agents as agreed
	With the screening statements _pAN5Kb6YciqVpUTPucL3Sw: The regeneration benefits of this proposal are considerable especially in the current economic circumstances. A number of employment generating uses are proposed, mainly in the retail sector, the scheme will also require on-site management and security in addition to the creation of jobs to support the student housing. The developer predicts that the proposal could generate up to 280 jobs. The inclusion of an Employment and Training Management Plan, as part of the Section 106 agreement, will help to include opportunities for unemployed local people during both the construction and operational phases. The creation of a high quality public realm, and the opening up of the Town Walls thereby creating a unique retail destination, would have wider benefits to the city centre. According to the Council’s Local Transport Plan (LTP) Implementation Plan and Streets and Spaces Framework it is anticipated that the city generates £5 of private inward investment for every £1 spent on its public realm. The applicant’s high design aspirations for the scheme, and associated public realm. In order to establish the benefits of the student accommodation, in terms of additional local expenditure, the Environmental Statement (ES) (provided as part of the planning application) provides figures supplied by the National Union of Students (NUS) in September 2013, which stated that across the UK students spend on average £9,204 per annum on items and services such as personal items, household goods, food, travel and leisure. Assuming that the uptake of the 451 student bedrooms is 100% (as predicted) the ES suggests that this could mean an additional £4 million (excluding rents and tuition fees) of spending in Southampton per annum for the life of the project.The key benefits of the Development are:• Substantial investment in Southampton City Centre;• The development of a largely vacant, under-utilised site to form a mixed-use development that will contribute to the economic vitality of the city centre; • The delivery of employment accommodation in the form of retail and restaurant space which will provide employment opportunities (forecast to provide 280 new jobs);• The delivery of 152 residential units on a brownfield site in a sustainable location helping to meet the Council’s housing targets;• The creation of 185 purpose-built student accommodation units, helping to accommodate the growth in the student population helping alleviate the reliance of students on houses of multiple occupation which in turn makes these properties available for families, etc.;• The delivery of a significant amount of new public realm and the opening up of the historic Town Walls to the public so the Grade I listed building and scheduled ancient monuments can be enjoyed and their setting vastly improved this includes a Section 106 obligation to secure the provision of or contribution towards works along the line of the missing Town Walls between Bargate and the First Tower and from Polymond Tower within the site;• The creation of a new public link connecting the pedestrianised high street with Queensway, better incorporating both the development and the adjacent Debenhams department store as part of the prime retail area;• The new residential and student units will result in additional economic activity in the city centre, with the occupants of these properties expected to contribute over £5m of additional spending per annum.• The promotion of a night time economy in keeping with the designation of the area as an Evening Zone through the introduction of suitable food and drink uses either side of the entrance to the High Street and kiosks along the Town Wall.• The creation of an enhanced retail offer and new modern retail space which is in keeping with the Council's policy requirements to maintain and enhance Southampton's role as a regional shopping destination, focusing on new major retail within its area.• Measures to enhance arrival and movement to and from the site including the creation of a permitted route for pedestrians and cyclists between Bargate and Queensway;• Various new highway improvements to improve movement of pedestrians and vehicles around the site
	Please tick all that apply_ _8_uTgeQ0thVCY5lVwyJKN6DA: Off
	Please tick all that apply_ _7_uTgeQ0thVCY5lVwyJKN6DA: Off
	Please tick all that apply_ _6_uTgeQ0thVCY5lVwyJKN6DA: Off
	Please tick all that apply_ _5_uTgeQ0thVCY5lVwyJKN6DA: Yes
	Please tick all that apply_ _4_uTgeQ0thVCY5lVwyJKN6DA: Off
	Please tick all that apply_ _3_uTgeQ0thVCY5lVwyJKN6DA: Off
	Please tick all that apply_ _2_uTgeQ0thVCY5lVwyJKN6DA: Off
	Please tick all that apply_ _1_uTgeQ0thVCY5lVwyJKN6DA: Yes
	Please tick all that apply_ _0_uTgeQ0thVCY5lVwyJKN6DA: Yes
	fc-int01-generateAppearances1: 
	Date:_3hhj5eylw*qXb1joevTcbA1: 26 September 2017
	Please choose one of the follo_mXOc67eMp-rYZt09YmBcXg1: Some of the screening statements in Section 1 of this document apply to the above project, and a need to carry out a Data Protection Impact Assessment was identified. The assessment has been carried out, and the outcomes will be integrated into the project plan to be developed and implemented.
	Estimated date of project comp_ZuuXY57qe9aDI2jxOVrV*Q1: The review of the needs of ASC funded service users will be completed by 31 December 2017.  The new Community Wellbeing Centre provision will commence from 1 April 2018 and be run under contract to a third party provider for the duration of 7 years.
	Project Summary:_xwNsn7q0F4No79zpvvovvQ1: Commissioning Community Wellbeing Centres to transform the traditional model of day care centres for older people which is currently provided in the city.  Review the needs of adult socialcare funded older person's day care service users. Develop a third party managed budget service. 
	Position:_i0xwsGlidmsjHXnFkDChBg1: Assistant Service Development Officer 
	Name:_bRwxQ3E72koc5t7iIMqIoA1: Steve Hards
	If a contractor is being used _dEQAZtqTIo7mHx8LzJSRKQ1: The provider will be confirmed following a procurement process.
	If you will be making transfer_UEverFnYB4kqHyDkk5UqHg1: N/A
	Will the project require you t_Oa0HCAGYfZUNemaLzIgkwQ1: No
	How will access to the persona_qcuEKTV*20OI07yHrdKG8Q1: Both the commissioned provider and SCC will access data in accordance with thier relevant data protection policies. 
	Will staff ever process the pe_VXZ1xZkphhLq2-M4Mk2ToQ1: The use of Personal data by providers is still to be established following a procurement exercise. SCC staff will use suitably secure mobile working options.
	What training and instructions_TKnoQofEOdDdwLhrkBf33Q1: All staff will undertake relevant training. This will follow the policies of the relevant provider, who will be operating in accordance with the relevant terms and conditions. SCC employees will be operating in accordance with the SCC training requirements for data protection.  
	How will this system provide p_vi0VIfb7jgMAjhFYq3ud8A1: Both SCC and the commissioned provider are expected to have suitable data protection arrangements in place. For the commissioned service this will be via the terms and conditions set out by SCC.
	Will an IT system or applicati_uXF5FksmzHcRXKKr*hX-eg1: The format will be subject to the new providers own data management systems Within SCC Personal data will be kept within PARIS and associated systems (e.g Agresso).
	Where, and in what format, wil_k1jlDi0urTKSiq5z5OAkpg1: The format will be subject to the new providers' own data management approaches. Within SCC Personal data will be kept within PARIS and associated systems (e.g Agresso).
	If the project involves market_hZOFZRAc*TDebv1Pt9eHZw1: Not applicable
	If an individual requested a c_aFQr0*hFtUohz0ZoT7vLTQ1: The request should be made in the first instance to the provider of the new service. Requests for information held by SCC will use Southampton City Council procedures.
	What processes will be put in _jzD14qlcZmkts2F6IDLS8A1: Providers will be required to maintain data records in accordance with their own agency policies. Personal data held by SCC will be processed in line with PARIS information and security protocols.
	How will you ensure the person_nqp9*myX5wcdy-c9KkIX*Q1: Providers will be required to maintain data records in accordance with their own agency policies. Personal data held by SCC will be processed in line with PARIS information and security protocols.
	What retention periods are sui_wSn964ZGVuMH9rQua37*Hw1: According to Retention Schedule - 6 years from closure.
	How will you ensure that perso_uBT8*93Zz9gHL7HvLcfp8g1: Individuals will agree with providers the level of accuracy, usually through a signature. ASC staff undertaking reviews will also check accuracy with the individual themselves.
	Are you able to update and ame_Dswg5CPK7a9heH2jhAapig1: SCC will only update information held on their own internal systems (PARIS, Agresso etc). Providers will be responsible for all other data sources
	How will you ensure that only _2EFN4b6ZWtbJFQelOXUo*w1: Data protection requirements are set out in the SCC terms and conditions. This clearly states all information collected should be adequate, relevant, and not excessive in relation to the purpose for which it is collected. ASC will collect personal data from individual service users to enable a review of their personal care needs to be undertaken with their consent. This work will be within the current boundaries and understanding of best casework practice and be subject to routine case file audit and scrutiny as part of the existing Performance Management and Quality Assurance Framework. 
	Is there any personal data tha_Zz8OmMSOCAARqjpM9CB3pA1: No.
	Are you satisfied that the per_v02w4FQozoxo3KF4xIsGtg1: Yes.
	Do you envisage using the pers_IcE5gZy7UkRqH-NrY4lbWQ1: No.
	Will a third party contractor _tzImzpFX7GP2J68DrgfoEg1: Yes. The contracted service providers will collect relevant information to deliver the service. they will also provide names and dates of birth of its current service users to ASC.
	Will any personal data be publ_5uvSHK6OHmrZOVEh7cOO8Q1: No. 
	Do you h to create or amend pr_eUbVz3iWbKPP20OW9vgAuw1: Providers will develop clear information leaflets setting out what information is collected, for what purposes.ASC will inform day care users at the point of commencing a review of their social care needs. 
	Can an alternative condition f_mNHl8RWBKAdhAc7RuxR4Ng: No.
	What will you do if consent is_PQV9sxn*0JHKG0mGq1URYw: Providers will have in place a process of notifying agencies when consent is withdrawn. Agencies, including SCC will act in accordance with their own policies in such circumstances.  
	If you are relying on consent _RHdGGk6W8o7VfvKwv939ew1: Both SCC and providers will use individual consent forms to gain consent to share information. Forms will also set out explicitly how consent can be removed. 
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